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Webinar
Consumer Mindset Trends on
Travel in Atlantic Canada:
Actionable Insights for the Tourism Industry
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OUR GROUP OF COMPANIES

§

MQO Research is a leading Atlantic Canadian Market
Insights company. We believe that market research is a
powerful tool when used to inform business and
organizational strategies and decisions.

§

MQO is part of the m5 Group of companies, which also
includes m5 Marketing Communications - a full-service,
integrated marketing agency with over 35 years of
experience and more than 120 employees, making it the
region’s largest marketing agency.
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m5 PUBLIC AFFAIRS PRESENTATION STANDARDS
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OUR SERVICES
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SESSION GOAL

Share insights on the mindset of Atlantic and Central
Canadians on travel to suggest areas of opportunity for
future planning.
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THANK YOU - MERCI

Lianne Sarson
VP, Research & Engagement
MQO Research
lsarson@mqoresearch.com
(902) 406-7073

Meghan Miller
Research Consultant
MQO Research
mmiller@mqoresearch.com
(902) 444-0656
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INTRODUCTION
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BACKGROUND
§

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a substantial impact on Atlantic Canadian economies and the
tourism sector in particular.
o What do we need to know and understand about consumers to help navigate ongoing
challenges?

§

For the past six months, MQO Research has investigated traveller sentiment in Atlantic and
Central Canada, surveying thousands of Canadians and engaging in deeper, more personal
conversations closer to home.
o What will and won’t travellers do?
o What do they want to see?
o What concerns do they have?

§

What have been the overall consumer mindset trends when it comes to travel in Atlantic
Canada, and what can be done within the tourism industry to adapt to these trends?
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?
TOP 10 INSIGHTS FROM THE RESEARCH
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1. REBUILDING DEMAND, ENHANCING VALUE
The top priority of the tourism sector right now should be rebuilding demand for travel.
§ When we surveyed Canadians this summer, confidence in travel was beginning to come back,
and people felt a bit more comfortable with getting back out there.
§ As cases have increased across the Atlantic Canadian provinces, we can expect a bit of
backward movement with respect to demand for travel right now, with some potential
differences by market.
§ Once restrictions begin to ease again, rebuilding demand will be essential to ensure sector
recovery in a zero-case first market.

Clarity and transparency, in line with government messaging and
guidelines, are crucial to rebuilding demand.
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2. INVESTING IN CONSUMER CONFIDENCE
Communicating safety, without travellers having to ask, is essential.
§ To increase travellers’ comfort level, businesses need to be able to effectively communicate
that health and safety measures are being followed.
§ Travellers do not want to have to ask; they want to be sure. Room for doubt will reduce
participation in tourism.
§ Collectivist messaging continues to be prominent in Atlantic Canada: highlighting what
measures are being taken on the operator side, and communicating what visitors should do,
will fit within the theme of teamwork and togetherness.

Larger-scale programs for standardizing adherence to health and
safety measures are one way to make travellers feel safe.
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3. SPONTANEITY, IF THE PRICE IS RIGHT
Travellers are looking for good deals and limited-time offers, and would book if the deal
was enticing enough.
§ During the summer, many travellers were taking a wait-and-see approach to booking travel.
Not much has changed since then.
§ Take advantage of the shorter lead time in decision-making; people are thinking much more
flexibly about travel right now, which may extend into the coming summer months.
§ Flash sales, package deals, or freebies may be enough to prompt travellers to pull the trigger
on booking a getaway.

Promote cooperation among vendors to provide enticing offers and
packages to those itching to travel.
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4. HIGH OPPORTUNITY CLOSE TO HOME
Travellers want to stay close to home right now, but that doesn’t mean they don’t want
to have leisure experiences.
§ Similar to other places in the world, our research has shown that Canadians intend to stick
close to home, and the greatest areas of opportunity are “staycations.”
§ This could be the perfect time to inspire pride in one’s home province and what it has to offer.
§ Focus on leisure experiences that may not require much time on the road (dining, sight-seeing,
shopping, spa packages); shorter trips can be built around these experiences.

Those in the industry may have significant success with local
consumers over the next year.
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5. SOMETHING NEW IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD
Travellers are looking for new experiences and want to see things they haven’t seen
before.
§ We now know that travellers will be focused on seeing and doing new things in their own
backyard.
§ The idea of an Atlantic Canadian “bucket list” was appealing.
§ “What story will you bring home?” “What will you explore?” “Fresh from the familiar.”

Highlight unique experiences in Atlantic Canada and promote
authentic cultural experiences or outstanding natural sights.
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6. CROWD CONTROL
Travellers are wary of large crowds.
§ This includes for events, accommodations, transportation, and dining.
§ They would like to see clear measures in place to ensure crowds are small, capacity for venues
is low, and that they can limit exposure to those outside their immediate circle.
§ People want to control their interactions with those outside their group.

Invest in offerings that allow for distance and communicate capacity
limits wherever possible.
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7. FRIENDS AND FAMILY FIRST
Having friends and family to travel with has been consistently top-of-mind since we
started talking to Canadians about tourism in the spring.
§ When we asked Atlantic Canadians what they missed the most about attending events, the
majority said they missed having experiences with friends and family.
§ Visiting friends and family was a top mention of pre-planned travel prior to the closure of the
Atlantic Bubble.
§ Even though the Atlantic Bubble may be temporarily closed, keeping families apart, messaging
around reunions may be especially effective.

There may be opportunity to incentivize inviting friends and family to
visit when possible – prep consumers in the meantime.
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8. DIGITIZED EXPERIENCES
Businesses across industries have found novel ways to move into online spaces.
Consumers will appreciate digitized options within tourism now and in the future.
§ According to recent consumer research, more people expect to spend more money using
online options, and make their current habits more permanent fixtures post-pandemic.
§ Through our research, we found that travellers are comfortable booking or ordering online, and
are interested in digital travel packages and itineraries.
§ Consumers will expect and appreciate uptake of digitized experiences within your operations –
something we’ve already begun to see in other locations regardless of public health concerns.

There are lots of options for digitizing offerings, including mobile food
ordering, online events, and self-guided tours on mobile apps.
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9. NEW STRATEGIC DIRECTION
The “new normal” can have long-term implications for strategy moving forward.
§ We have a captive audience right now: for example, people are far more likely to change their
consumer behaviour since the beginning of the pandemic in favour of trying new things and
supporting local.
§ Where travellers might typically go on pre-planned annual vacations, this year they will be
more open to creating new habits and traditions as a result of these disruptions.
§ The solutions we implement now don’t have to be a short-term band-aid, but provide an
opportunity to adapt to changes already taking place and new possibilities for the future.

The new normal is an exciting opportunity to ignite major industry
growth in Atlantic Canada and capture a brand new consumer base.
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10. SUPPORTING SMALL
Travellers want to support local, but local may need more support.
§ Some Atlantic Canadian travellers we spoke to more recently highlighted the importance of
supporting businesses close to home. However, many have had to close their doors, or are
struggling.
§ There are key opportunities for supporting small businesses and attractions during the winter
season, ensuring they can stay open to take advantage of local winter travel.
§ Supporting smaller businesses doesn’t just mean financial – there are other forms of strains
involved.

Continue to monitor the needs of smaller operations, as losing small
businesses has major impacts on the larger ecosystem in the area.
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THE IDEAL 2021 GETAWAY
Overall, we have a good sense of what the ideal getaway for the upcoming year looks
like.
Crowds of <100, outdoor
venues

Variety of experiences

Private accommodations

Short-term

Private transportation
Close to home

Relaxing, small party
Self-guided
tours/itineraries

Key theme: a sense of control over environment, travel party, level of risk.
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HOW MIGHT THIS LOOK IN ACTION?
Here are some options for products and experiences that fit this ideal model:
§ Cottage getaway package

§ Pre-planned driving tour with dining
credits in local towns

§ Trips around focal, unique experience (ice
fishing adventure)

§ Stargazing/Northern Lights tour

§ Outdoor market, ticketed

§ Private spa getaway package

§ Guided tours of heritage sites, family unit only

§ Lobster boil with family
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
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KEY TAKE-AWAYS

Change is ongoing, but adaptation continues to be possible.
Taking advantage of the current flexibility will allow the industry to ride the wave.
ü

Capture the imagination of Atlantic Canadians

ü

What IS possible?

ü

Shift your offerings to align with the current consumer mindset
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QUESTIONS?
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